Choptank Heating & Air
436 Oakley Street
Cambridge, MD 21613
410-627-9175

Preventive Maintenance Contract

•$225 for first HVAC system twice a year
•$150 for each additional system twice a year
•$200 for Standard oil burner maintenance
(Standard oil filter and nozzles installed Extraa cost for canisters filters)

•$350 for efficiency testing with cleaning
(Combustion test with standard oil filters and nozzles installed)

Types of systems (please mark)

Number of systems 1 2 3 4

( ) Heat Pump

(Please circle number of systems)

( ) Gas furnace with A/c
( ) Gas furnace with no A/c
( ) Electric heat with A/c
( ) Air condition
( ) Gas Boiler Propane or natural
( ) Fuel Oil Boiler or Furnace

Please Indicate Size of air filters
Please Indicate number of air filters

Customer Name:
Address:
Phone #
*Preventive Maintenance will include complete maintenance of ac systems
that include coil cleaning, filter changing, inspection of electrical
components, refrigerant charge and motor/compressor operation to prevent
those unwanted breakdowns.
Basic Oil Boilers/furnaces will include nozzle changing, oil filter changing
and soot vac cleaning as needed.
Efficiency Oil program will include what is stated above plus a combustion
test to set boiler to specs to use as much oil as possible instead of wasting it.
Gas boilers will include inspection of heat exchange for carbon monoxide
leaks and inspection of gas valves and gas pressure*
We will check operations of all systems. If any problems are found we will
notify you and provide you with a estimate cost of repairs. As a pm
customer you will receive a 20% discount on parts and will never be changed
overtime.
Air conditioning Maintenances will be in the spring, April to beginning of
June. Heat Maintenances will be in the fall, Sept to beginning of Nov.
Please sign and return with 50% of agreement

Sign:
Print:
Date:

Total Enclosed with agreement:

